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ABSTRACT

digital content, to control the use of digital content, and to
enable the development of digital distribution platforms on
which innovative business models can be implemented. Encryption prevents unauthorized access to digital content, but
once a content is decrypted, it doesn’t prevent an authorized
user from illegally replicating the digital content. Digital
watermarking is used to complement the encryption techniques, to establish and prove ownership rights and to trace
copyright violators by embedding the seller’s and buyer’s
information into the media.
The traditional two party digital rights management architecture involving a seller and buyer is not adequate to
satisfactorily address the requirements of the present day
business models for content delivery. Hence, multiparty
multilevel digital rights management architecture (MPMLDRM-A) has been used as an alternative to the two party
(buyer-seller) DRM architecture by many authors [3, 12].
The term multiparty refers to the multiple parties such as
the owner, distributors, sub-distributors and consumers and
multilevel refers to the multiple levels of distributors/subdistributors involved in the distribution chain of a content.
In multiparty multilevel DRM architecture, the encryption
and watermarking mechanism need to ensure that the security concerns of all the parties are taken care.
In a multiparty multilevel DRM architecture, the content
can be securely passed from the owner to the consumer
through distributors by encrypting the content. However,
protecting the security concerns of all the involved parties
through watermarking is not easy. If each party embeds
its watermark signal separately into the digital content, the
quality of digital content will deteriorate with each watermarking. Therefore, how to protect the rights of the owner,
distributors and consumer through watermarking is a very
important issue in this architecture. In this paper, we propose a joint digital watermarking mechanism for this architecture for protecting the rights of all parties. All the parties
involved jointly generate a joint watermark information using Chinese remainder theorem (CRT) and ﬁnally the DRM
agent at the consumer machine generates a watermark signal out of it and embeds into the content. In the event of
ﬁnding an illegal copy the traitors can be traced.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. The
preliminaries are given in Section 2. In Sections 3, our joint
watermarking mechanism is given. The paper concludes
with remarks and future directions for research in Section 4.

For scalability of business, multiparty multilevel digital rights
management (DRM) architecture, where a multimedia content is delivered by an owner to a consumer through several
levels of distributors has been suggested as an alternative
to the traditional two party (buyer-seller) DRM architecture. A combination of cryptographic and watermarking
techniques are usually used for secure content delivery and
protecting the rights of seller and buyer in the two party
DRM architecture. In a multiparty multilevel DRM architecture the cryptographic and watermarking mechanism
need to ensure the secure delivery of the content as well as
the security concerns of the owner, multiple levels of the
distributors and the consumer. In this paper, we propose a
mechanism which takes care of the above security issues, for
delivering multimedia content through multiparty multilevel
DRM architecture.
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General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Security
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1.

INTRODUCTION

With the high proliferation of Internet, it has become very
easy to obtain, replicate and distribute digital content without any loss of quality. This has resulted in the illegal replications and distributions of digital content at ease causing
widespread violations of intellectual property rights. Hence
DRM (Digital Rights Management) technologies have been
developed using encryption and digital watermarking techniques to prevent consumers from unauthorized copying of
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bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we discuss the preliminaries required.
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2.1 Notations
We start with the notations we will be following.

LICENSE
SERVER

OWNER

• Entities involved are: owner O, k distributors D1 , . . . , Dk ,
consumer C, license server L and judge J.

1S Level of Distributors

D1

• X denotes the content and lX the copy number of X.
2nd Level

• H(.) denotes any standard hash function such as SHA1
or MD5 and || denotes the concatenation operator.
• Epub (.|K), Dpub (.|K), Sig(.|K) and V er(.|K) denote
encryption, decryption, digital signature generation and
digital signature veriﬁcation algorithms (key K) respectively, corresponding to a public-key cryptosystem.

i-th Level

k-th Level

• For i = 0, . . . , k + 1,
– (ei , di ) denotes the public-private-key pairs, Certi
denotes the public-key certiﬁcate and ri denotes
the watermark information

CONSUMERS

of O, D1 . . . ,Dk and C respectively.

D2

Di

Dk

C

C

C

C

C

Figure 1: This figure shows the multiparty multilevel DRM architecture. The dark arrows show
the flow of the content and dotted arrows show the
communication between an entity with the license
server. As the figure shows a consumer can get the
content from owner or any distributor at any level.

• For i = 0, . . . , k,
– ni denotes a prime number (all are distinct), CSi
denotes the content server, U Li and RdLi denote
the usage and redistribution licenses
of O, D1 . . . ,Dk respectively.
• Esym (.|K), Dsym (.|K) denote the encryption and decryption algorithms corresponding to a standard symmetric key cryptosystem like AES or 3DES.

• Wgen (.|K), Wemb (.|K) and Wdet (.|K) denote any standard watermark signal generation algorithm, robust
watermark embedding algorithm and the watermark
detection algorithm (with key K) respectively.

the many limitations of the above architectures. Hence, we
adopt this DRM architecture for our discussion. A schematic
diagram of this architecture is given in Fig 1. The content
moves from the owner to the consumer through multiple
levels of distributors. The owner and distributors maintain
their own content servers CS. The license server issues redistribution licenses to distributors and usage licence to the
consumers. A redistribution license allows the receiver to redistribute the content and usage licence allows the receiver
to use the content. A license grants the receiver speciﬁc
permissions, constraints and content decryption keys.
The following section discusses the security concerns other
than secure content delivery with MPML-DRM-A.


• KX and KX
denote the keys used for embedding and
detecting the watermark signal in X respectively.

2.3 Security Concerns in MPML-DRM-A

• Esym (x1 , . . . , xp |K) = (Esym (x1 |K), .., Esym (xp |K)).
Dsym (y1 , . . . , yp |K) = (Dsym (y1 |K), .., Dsym (yp |K)).
• I denotes a joint watermark information and W denotes the corresponding joint watermark signal.

If a distributor or owner ﬁnds an illegal copy of the content, he should be able to trace the traitor responsible for
it. Innocent parties who were not involved in a content delivery should be protected against false framing by others.
The consumers and distributors should be protected against
false allegations by a super-distributor or owner regarding
illegal distribution of a content. Once a content has been delivered to a consumer, there should be a mechanism for the
owner and the distributors involved to prove their role. Malicious parties should not be able to collude with each other
and mount attacks against other parties such as owner or
distributors or consumers. A consumer should be able to
get a content anonymously and the privacy of the consumer
should be preserved until a need arises to trace the traitor
in the event of ﬁnding an illegal copy of the content.
These security concerns can be taken care by embedding a
watermark signal created jointly by all the parties involved.
We do this joint watermark creation using CRT.

2.2 Multiparty Multilevel DRM Architecture
To eﬃciently deliver multimedia content by proxy caching
of media content, many proxy-based media distribution systems have been proposed [1]. Multiparty multilevel DRM
architecture (MPML-DRM-A) is a more general framework
involving many parties like owner, multiple levels of distributors (including none), consumers and a license server. Some
DRM systems involving these parties is given in [7]. The
function of the distributor in these systems is just similar
to that of the owner and is not really a general setup. The
DRM architecture for IPTV content distribution given in [6]
has issues with key management. The DRM architecture described in [11] does not support super-distribution and is not
scalable. The DRM architecture given in [13], uses a group
ID concept and is diﬃcult to use as a general DRM architecture. The multiparty DRM architecture proposed in [12]
with its multilevel structure is more general and takes care of
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2.4 Secure Delivery of Multimedia Content

kept in a content server are identiﬁable through only their
encrypted content identities. The initial setup is as follows.

A multimedia content can be securely delivered to a consumer in MPML-DRM-A through simple cryptographic mechanisms as described in [12]. The content encryption scheme
is based on a global encryption key (GEK) and a set of local
encryption keys (LEK). GEK prevents unauthorized use
of contents, and LEK’s prevent illegal download of the content from the content servers. The owner ﬁrst encrypts the
content X with global encryption key GEK and then encrypts the initially encrypted content with his local encryption key LEK0 using a symmetric key encryption algorithm
and uploads the result on his content server. A distributor Di downloads the content from the content server of
the owner or a higher level distributor. It then obtains the
re-distribution license from the licence server. The distributor is allowed to decrypt the content using LEKi−1 of the
owner/distributor. Thus, the distributor gets only content
encrypted with GEK. It then encrypts the above encrypted
content with its local encryption key LEKi . The distributor
then uploads the result on its content server. A consumer
downloads the content from the content server of any distributor or owner. It then obtains the usage license for the
content from the license server. A trusted DRM agent at
the consumer’s device can decrypt the content using LEK
of the distributor concerned as well as GEK of the owner.

• The owner passes the content identity IDX of a multimedia content X to the license server L.
L
= E(IDX |eL ).
• L encrypts IDX with its key as IDX

• Owner and distributors upload encrypted contents and
encrypted content identities in their content servers.
Now the protocol for secure content download is as follows:
C
=
1. Consumer C encrypts IDX with eC to get IDX
E(IDX |eC ) and sends to the licence server L.
C
CL
C
with eL to get IDX
= E(IDX
|eL ) =
2. L encrypts IDX
E(E(IDX |eC )|eL ) and sends to C.
CL
L
CL
to get IDX
= D(IDX
|dC ).
3. C decrypts IDX

4. Since the multimedia content X is identiﬁable in the
L
, C can download the content
content server via IDX
from the server without letting the owner, distributor
and the license server know which content it accessed.

2.7 CRT and Related Works
The Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) is as follows.
Let n1 , . . . , nk are pairwise coprime positive integers and
r1 , . . . , rk are any set of integers. Then the k congruences

2.5 Key Generation and Distribution
Each entity O, Di and L obtain their public-key cryptographic credentials (public and private key pairs (ei , di ) and
digital certiﬁcate Certi ) through a public-key infrastructure
(PKI). The owner generates the keys GEK and LEK0 randomly, digitally signs them and uploads the digital signatures of the keys along with the encrypted content in the
content server CS0 . Similarly the i-th level distributor Di
generates its local encryption key LEKi randomly, digitally
signs it and uploads the digital signature of the key along
with the encrypted content in the content server CSi .

x ≡ ri

has a unique solution x such that 0 ≤ x < N = n1 . . . nk [9].
There exists several joint watermarking mechanisms [8, 4]
for the two party DRM architecture. However, there has
not been any work on joint watermarking for multiparty
multilevel DRM architecture yet. Our CRT based joint watermarking scheme seems to be the ﬁrst in this direction.
CRT has been used in many DRM applications. Some
such applications are a key distribution scheme for conditional access system in digital TV broadcast [2], a CRT
based parameter distribution in the scrambling process for
conditional access to Pay-TV systems [5] and a binary ﬁngerprinting code using CRT [10].

2.6 Privacy Preserving Content Download
In this section, we discuss a mechanism described in [1]
adapted to our MPML-DRM-A domain for protecting the
privacy of a consumer. A consumer C can access a content
without letting the content server know which multimedia
content the consumer is accessing. The details are as follows.
An encryption function E is said to be a commutative if
given two encryption keys e1 and e2 and a message m,
E(E(m|e1 )|e2 ) = E(E(m|e2 )|e1 ).

mod ni , for 1 ≤ i ≤ k,

3. PROPOSED WATERMARKING SCHEME
In this section, we describe our joint watermarking protocol based on CRT for MPML-DRM-A. To make the presentation simpler, we have not explicitly included the secure
content delivery mechanism described in Section 2.4 and privacy preserving content download protocol described in Section 2.6 although it is assumed in the complete framework.
The proposed watermarking protocol involves the following entities: owner O (D0 ), k levels of distributors D1 , . . . , Dk
(k ≥ 0), a consumer C and a license server L.
We generate the joint watermark information I as the
(CRT) solution of a set of congruences corresponding to each
party in the distribution chain. The watermark signal W is
generated from this joint watermark information using a watermark generation algorithm and then embedded into the
content using a robust embedding algorithm. The watermark signal is detected using the corresponding watermark
detection algorithm. Due to space constraints, we do not
elaborate on the watermark signal generation, embedding
and extraction algorithms in this paper.

(1)

That is the order of keys used in encryption does not matter. Pohlig-Hellman based on elliptic curve cryptography
and Shamir-Omura based on RSA are examples of commutative encryptions [1]. If D(.) is the decryption function corresponding to E(.), then as a consequence of Equation (1), if
c2 = E(m|e2 ) and c = E(E(m|e1 )|e2 ), we have c2 = D(c|e1 ).
We now describe the privacy preserving content download.
The license server L and the consumer C generate key
pairs (eL , dL ) and (eC , dC ) respectively based on ShamirOmura cryptosystem. Each content X is associated with a
unique identity IDX . The consumers can get the identities
IDX (for various X) from the content server of distributors or publicly. However, the association of an encrypted
content with a content identity will not be known to content servers of the distributors. The (encrypted) contents
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3.1 Individual Watermark Information

its re-distribution license RdLi and usage license U Li and
sends to L after encryption with Ki . L decrypts the encrypted licenses using Ki and veriﬁes the licenses and ri . If
all the veriﬁcations pass through, L clears Di to upload the
encrypted content on its content server CSi . Formally the
steps are as follows.

Each party i (owner/distributor/consumer) involved generates its individual watermark information ri using its private key di as its digital signature ri = Sig(H(H(X)||lX )|di ).
The following section describes how the individual watermark informations ri are combined to generate a joint
watermark information I using Chinese remainder theorem.

1. Di downloads content from the content server CSi−1
and sends the request for the redistribution licence of
Di−1 and Certi to L.

3.2 Joint Watermark Information Generation
Let r0 , r1 , . . . , rk and rk+1 be the individual watermark
information of the parties O, D1 , . . . , Dk and C respectively,
computed as described in the Section 3.1. Let n0 , n1 , . . . , nk+1
be prime numbers of same size assigned to these parties respectively. Then their joint watermark information I is the
solution of the following set of k + 2 congruences:
I ≡ ri

mod ni , where i = 0, 1, . . . , k + 1.

2. L veriﬁes Certi , extracts ei , generates a random session key Ki , computes K  = Epub (Ki |ei ) and sends
(K  , Y = Esym (RdLi−1 , H(X), lX |Ki )) to Di .
3. Di generates the licences U Li and RdLi , computes
Ki = Dpub (K  |di ), Dsym (Y |Ki ) = (RdLi−1 , H(X), lX ),
ri = Sig(H(H(X)||lX )|di ), encrypts them to get Y =
Esym (U Li , RdLi , ni |Ki ) and sends (Y, ri ) to L.

(2)

The existence and uniqueness of I is guaranteed by CRT.

4. L computes Dsym (Y |Ki ) = (U Li , RdLi , ni ), veriﬁes
ri , U Li and RdLi . If everything is correct, it adds to
its database (Certi , U Li , RdLi , ri , ni ) and notiﬁes Di .

3.3 Joint Watermark Embedding Protocol
Recall all the notations given in Section 2.1. Let a multimedia content reaches a consumer C from the owner O
through k distributors D1 , . . . , Dk . We now describe the
watermark embedding protocol below.
We begin with the interactive protocol and the computations performed by the owner O with the license server
L. L ﬁrst establishes a session key K0 with O. All the
further secure communication between them are performed
with symmetric key cryptography using key K0 . O computes its watermark information r0 , its re-distribution license RdL0 and usage license U L0 and sends to L after encryption with K0 . L decrypts the encrypted licenses using
K0 and veriﬁes the licenses and r0 . If all the veriﬁcations
pass through, L clears O to upload the encrypted content
on its content server CS0 . O generates a unique watermark
signal Wown which is a function of the copy identiﬁer lX and
embeds into the content X using any robust watermarking
algorithm to get X  and then encrypts and uploads on CS0 .
Formally the steps are as follows.

5. Di uploads (encrypted) content on content server CSi .
In the ﬁnal stage, a consumer C (DRM agent) downloads
the content (in a privacy preserving manner as described
in Section 2.6) from the content server CSk of the distributor Dk . It then proceeds for an interactive protocol with
the license server L. L establishes a session key Kk+1 for
secure communication between them. C computes its watermark information rk+1 and generates a random prime number nk+1 (to preserve anonymity) diﬀerent from n0 , . . . , nk ,
for the joint watermark computation and sends them to L.
L after veriﬁcation of rk+1 and nk+1 generates the joint watermark information of all the entities involved using CRT. L
then passes the joint watermark information I to C. C then
generates the watermark signal W from I and then embeds
into the content X using a standard robust watermarking
algorithm. Formally the steps are as follows.
1. DRM agent downloads the content anonymously (with
privacy) from content server CSk of the distributor Dk ,
sends Certk+1 to L and requests for starting a session.

1. O sends Cert0 to the Licence server L.
2. L veriﬁes Cert0 , extracts e0 , generates a random session key K0 and sends K  = Epub (K0 |e0 ) to O.

2. L veriﬁes Certk+1 , extracts ek+1 , generates a random
session key Kk+1 encrypts as K  = Epub (Kk+1 |ek+1 )
and sends K  to C.

3. O generates the licences U L0 , RdL0 then computes
K0 =Dpub (K  |d0 ), r0 = Sig(H(H(X)||lX )|d0 ) and sends
(r0 , Y = Esym (U L0 , RdL0 , n0 , H(X), lX |K0 )) to L.

3. DRM agent computes Kk+1 = Dpub (K  |dk+1 ) and sends
to L the request for the usage licence of the distributor after encrypting both the identity of Dk and the
identiﬁer for the content X with Kk+1 .

4. L ﬁnds Dsym (Y |K0 ) = (U L0 , RdL0 , n0 , H(X), lX ), veriﬁes r0 , U L0 and Rd0 . If they are correct, L adds to
its database (Cert0 , U L0 , RdL0 , n0 , r0 , H(X), lX ) and
notiﬁes O.

4. L decrypts the identity of Dk and the identiﬁer for the
content X with Kk+1 , searches the database, computes
Y = Esym (U Lk , H(X), lX |Kk+1 ) and sends Y to C.

5. O generates a watermark signal Wown embeds into the
content X to get X  . It then encrypts X  and uploads
on its content server CS0 .

5. DRM agent generates a random prime number nk+1 ,
computes Dsym (Y |Kk+1 ) = (U Lk , H(X), lX ), rk+1 =
Sig(H(H(X)||lX )|dk+1 ), SIG(nk+1 ) = Sig(nk+1 |dk+1 ),
Y = Esym (nk+1 |Kk+1 ) and sends (rk+1 , Y, SIG(nk+1 ))
to L.

We now describe the interactive protocol and the computations performed by a distributor Di with the license server
L. Di ﬁrst downloads the content from the content server
of the higher level distributor Di−1 . L establishes a session
key Ki with Di . All the further secure communication between them are performed with symmetric key cryptography
using key Ki . Di computes its watermark information ri ,

6. L computes Dsym (Y |Kk+1 ) = nk+1 and veriﬁes rk+1
and SIG(nk+1 ). If all veriﬁcations pass through, it
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associated with the content against wrong identiﬁcation or
false framing as follows. Let n and (e, d) be the parameters of a party. The judge J, computes r from the equation
I ≡ r mod n, and checks whether r is a valid signature of
that party. However, if that party was not involved, this
veriﬁcation will fail as its success corresponds to the existential forgery of the signature Sig(H(H(X)||lX )|d), which
is not possible as the underlying digital signature scheme is
assumed to be secure.
The individual watermark information ri and hence the
joint watermark information I is generated as a function of
the content (H(X)) as well as the copy identiﬁer (lX ). Thus,
the watermark signal W is bound to the content and since it
is generated and embedded by the DRM agent, the owner or
distributors cannot create copies of the original content containing the consumer’s watermark. Thus a malicious owner
or distributor cannot frame an innocent sub-distributor or
consumer by embedding the sub-distributor’s or consumer’s
watermark into another content and accuse them of illegal
distribution of the content.
Collusion and replay attacks are not possible, since the
license server veriﬁes ri and stores them in the database.
The redistribution license of Di is accepted by the license
server only if ri was correctly generated. In the ﬁnal stage,
license server veriﬁes the watermark information rk+1 of the
consumer and generates the joint watermark information I.
The watermark signal W is generated from I and embedded into the content by the DRM agent. DRM agent is the
owner’s entity residing in a consumer’s machine and performs actions on contents according to the usage licenses.
Since DRM agent is a trusted entity representing the owner,
these steps will be carried out correctly. If not, the owner
will not be able to trace the traitors and the distributors
if he ﬁnds illegal copies in the future. Thus the watermark
signal will be correctly embedded into the content.
The scheme protects the privacy concerns of a consumer.
As described in Section 2.6, the consumer can download the
content while maintaining privacy. Further, I does not reveal the identity of the consumer as nk+1 is not public.
While interacting with the license server, consumer maintains privacy by sending only encrypted information about
the content it downloaded. The watermark signal embed
ding key KX and the detection key KX
depends only on the
content and is common for all the consumers using the content X. This choice also ensures privacy to the consumers.

adds the entry (Certk+1 , nk+1 , rk+1 , SIG(nk+1 )) to its
database. It then computes I using Equation 2 and
sends Y = Esym (U L0 , I|Kk+1 ) to C.
7. DRM agent computes Dsym (Y |Kk+1 ) = (U L0 , I) and
opens the content using the keys in U L0 and U Lk to
get X  . It computes watermark signal W from I using
Wgen (.) and then embeds into the content X  using
Wemb (.|KX ) (the key KX depends only on the content
and is common to all the consumers using X).
Remark 3.1. In Step 5 of the above protocol, nk+1 generated by the DRM agent needs to be diﬀerent from n0 , . . . , nk
as the ni ’s occurring in Equation 2 are to be relatively prime
to each other. If π(x) denotes the number of prime numbers
less than or equal to x, then from the prime number theorem, lim π(x) = lnxx . Therefore, the number of t bit primes
x→∞

t

t−1

t−1

is approximately, 2 t−1 − 2 t−1−1 ≈ 2 t . Hence the probability that the choice of nk+1 is diﬀerent from n0 , . . . , nk
is approximately

2t−1 −(k+1)
t
2t−1
t

≈ 1, since k  t (k is in the

order of unity and t is in the order of hundreds). Thus nk+1
will be diﬀerent from n0 , . . . , nk with very high probability.

3.4 The Watermarking Detection and Traitor
Tracing Protocol
Suppose that the owner O found an illegal copy Y of the
content X. Let J denotes a judge for arbitration. Then
the watermark detection and traitor tracing protocol is as
follows:
1. O checks whether its watermark signal Wown is present
in Y . If so, O presents (Y, Wown , H(X), lX ) to J.
2. J checks whether Wown is present in Y . If it is not
present J ends the protocol, else proceeds.
3. J gets the watermark information I from the license
server L and computes the watermark signal W =

Wgen (I). It obtains KX
(publicly available) and checks
whether the watermark signal W is present in Y using

the detection algorithm Wdet (.|KX
). If W cannot be
detected in Y , J ends the protocol, else proceeds.
4. J gets (nk+1 , SIG(nk+1 ), Certk+1 ) from L.
5. J computes rk+1 from I ≡ rk+1 mod nk+1 .
6. J checks whether rk+1 is a valid watermark information of the consumer C by verifying whether rk+1 is
a valid signature of C and nk+1 is a prime number
generated by C by verifying the signature SIG(nk+1 ).
If both veriﬁcations pass through, J concludes that C
was the consumer and hence was the traitor.

3.6 Complexity of the Proposed Scheme
Most of the encryption operations performed are symmetrickey cryptography based to minimize the costly public-key
cryptographic operations. Assume that there are k distributors. The summary of the computations performed by
the owner, distributors, consumer and the license server are
listed in Table 1. (+1)/(+2) appearing in the table denotes
the encryption/decryption on the digital content.
The owner, needs to store its watermark signal Wown privately. Owner and the distributors need to store the encrypted content on their content servers. The consumer
needs to store the parameter nk+1 , the downloaded content and the licenses. The license server needs to store k + 2
digital certiﬁcates, k + 1 usage and redistribution licenses
each, k + 3 digital signatures, k + 2 prime numbers, hash
of the content h(X), identiﬁer for that content lX and the
joint watermark information I.

In the following section, we show that the security concerns
listed in Section 2.3 are satisﬁed by our protocol.

3.5 Security Analysis
The soundness and completeness of the protocol rely on
the security and robustness of the underlying cryptographic
and watermarking primitives and the trustworthiness of the
license server and the DRM agent.
If the owner ﬁnds an illegal copy of the content, the traitors
can be identiﬁed using the protocol given in Section 3.4. Further, the scheme oﬀers protection for parties who were not
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Table 1: Complexity
Owner Distributor Consumer
Communication
2
2
3
Sym-key Enc
5 (+2)
3 (+1)
3
Sym-key Dec
0
3 (+1)
5 (+2)
Pub-key Enc
0
0
0
Pub-key Dec
1
1
1
Sign Generation
1
1
2
Sign Veriﬁcation
0
0
0

L
2k+5
3k+5
3k+8
k+2
0
0
2k+5
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A general purpose CPU is embedded in owner’s device.
Owner’s device has four components: a main controller, a
computing module, a secure storage device and a content
storage device. Upon creation of a content the main controller generates the licenses and contacts the license server.
It stores its watermark information r0 , watermark wown and
the keys in the secure storage device. The main controller directs the computing module, to perform license generation,
cryptographic operations, watermark generation/insertion
operations and upload the content on the content server.
A distributor’s device and the roles of the components are
similar to the case of the owner. In addition to that it should
have a mechanism to detect the violations of the redistribution licence stored in the distributor’s device.
The computational requirements of the consumer can also
be taken care with a general purpose CPU or a special purpose processor in its device. A DRM agent is installed in
the consumer’s device. It is necessary to separate the consumer from the DRM agent, and place plug-ins between
them. DRM agent may be viewed as consisting of three
components: main controller, computing module and a secure storage device. Usage licenses, cryptographic keys and
other user parameters are stored in the secure storage device. When a user tries to play a downloaded content for the
ﬁrst time, the main controller contacts the license server and
gets the licenses and watermark information. It directs the
computing module to decrypt the content and then generate
and embed the watermark signal. The content is then reencrypted and stored in the hard disk of the device as well
as made available to the consumer to use. Whenever the
consumer wants to reuse the content, the main controller
searches for the corresponding license from secure storage
device. If a license exists with a valid permission, it directs
the computing module to decrypt the content and makes it
available for the user.
The license server needs network connectivity to check the
certiﬁcate status of the owner, the distributors and the consumers for authentication purpose. We can make use of PKI
such as X.509 for this. Since the cryptographic load on the
license server is more, it may be provided with cryptographic
hardware accelerators in order to operate eﬃciently.

4.

pared to the embedding of multiple watermark signals into
the content with the naive approach. Thus, this approach
minimizes the possible degradation of the quality of a digital
content due to embedding of watermark signals. Further, in
case the owner or a distributor ﬁnds an unauthorized copy,
they can identify the traitor with the help of a judge.
As a future direction of research, the protocols may be
improved to reduce the dependence and the computational
load on the license server and the individual watermark information may be computed as any other easily veriﬁable
watermark information than digital signatures.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a mechanism for securely delivering multimedia content through a multiparty multilevel
DRM architecture using a joint watermarking mechanism
combined with cryptographic mechanisms. The protocol
takes care of the security concerns of all the parties and only
two watermark signals are embedded into the content com-
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